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Summary

The purpose of these tests was to provide quantitative and qualitative comparisons for
several different sluice nozzle/flow straightener combinations to support past qualitative
reviews and observations and to provide information that maybe usefhl for fiture
deployment of in-tank sluicing systems on the Har@ordsite. The specific tests were
designed to assess the relative coherence of water streams produced by each diffkrent
nozzle and flow straightener combination. The assessments presumed applicability for
sluicing waste 120munderground storage tanks. The criteria for comparison were impact
force produced by the stream impinging on a target plate at various distances from the
nozzle and coherence of the streams demonstrated by the variation of force on two
diffkrent size targets.

As a result of these tests, it was determined that the standard Hanford flow straightener is
measurably less effective than a commercialfire fighting flow straightener at produc~g a

coherent stream when used with the stamdardHanford nozzle and that a lighter and more
compact fire fighting deluge nozzle will deliver a stream of equal coherence to that from
the Hanford nozzle when either nozzle is used with the commercial flow straightener.

In conclusion, the data contained in this report supports a recommend&ion to update the
Hanford sluicing nozzle and flow straightener components to utilize commercially
developed and proven designs.

. . .
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Background
The baseline method for retrieval of nuclear materials processing wastes from the
underground storage tanks on the U.S. Department of Energy sites is sluicing or “past-
practice sluicing” (Figure 1.1). This process utilizes one or more nozzles inserted
through tank access risers in the
dome. The nozzles are mounted
to a hanging sluicing monitor,
which has essentially two degrees
of freedom, tilt from the vertical

..

and rotation about the vertical axis -., ..,,

of the riser. The sluicing medium
is typically recycled supernate
from the tank farm, supplied to the
nozzles at up to 1.03 Mpa (150
psi) and 1.3 m3/min (350 gpm).
The sluicing jet is directed at the
waste surface in a methodical
pattern to dislodge and mix the
waste into a pumpable slurry and
carve drainage channels from the
working area to the retrieval pump. Figure 1.1 Sluicing concept - two sluicers are shown in
The slurry is pumped to the transfer opposing risers, and a single slurry pump is in the central
pipe loop using a submersible pump riser. A single sluicer may be used with the slurry pump
deployed through another access riser. in the opposite side riser.
The nozzles are typically 25 mm
(1 inch) in diameter and of a Leach & Walker style having a low angle tapered entry
section and a straight throat about three diameters in length.

1.2 Objective

The purpose of these tests was to provide a simple comparison between four different
sluice nozzle/flow straightener configurations and the nozzles with no flow straightener.
The results were based on sluice stream contact force and continuity.

Sluice stream contact force was a quantitative measurement of the normal force generated
by impingement of a sluicing jet on a target at various known distances. Stream
continuity was assessed by comparison of force data from targets of two different
diameters supplemented with visual data and subjective observation. The underlying
assumption motivating this test is that a more coherent stream will provide more efficient
and effective sluicing of tank wastes than will a stream that is relatively diflbse. While
other testing experience and intuition may support this assumption, it is not the intent of
these tests to do so.

The results of this test are intended to identi~ enhancements to the sluicing method of
tank waste retrieval.

1.1



1.3 Scope of the Testing

The scope of this test program is to determine the force generated by impingement of
water jets on normal targets at various distances for each of the nozzle/flow straightener
combinations being tested. Two tmget sizes were used to assess the stream coherence as
a fimction of distance. Still photographs were also used as qualitative information on
stream coherence at each distance.
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2.0 Procedure

2.1 Apparatus

2.1.1 Nozzles

Two nozzles were tested

One nozzle was the standard Hanford nozzle, which is the baseline device currently in
use at the Hanford site (Figure 2. 1). It features a 2-1/2 inchl Female National Pipe
Thread (FNPT) connection and a 25-mm (l-inch) throat diameter. The test specimen
used had a somewhat rough bore in the small end of the converging section. The
Hanford nozzle is a decidedly robust piece of equipment at5.1kg (11.3 lb).

.75

~2.5° NPT- F

Figure 2.1 Hanford Nozzle (dimensions in inches).

The other nozzle used was an Elkhart Brass Mfg. Co. #181 Brass Deluge Tip
(Figure 2.2), which was specifically procured for comparison purposes. The #181 nozzle
includes a larger angle converging section and a smoother finish in the bore than the
Hanford nozzle, and is much more compact and lighter weight. The brass material would
be unsuitable for tank retrieval work; however, the geometry could easily be reproduced
in a stainless steel. The #181 nozzle features a 2-1/2 inch Female National Hose Thread
(FNHT) inlet, which requires a gasket ring but provides a smooth internal wall through
the connection.

1English units will be applied when they refer to a standard specification such as NIT pipe fittings, pipe
side, etc., or where instruments actually read-out in specific English units or are specifically calibrated to an
English unit. English units are also used within charts and figwes.
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It was originally intended that a tid nozzle would also be included in the testing. A
Marconaflo sluicing nozzle was intended to be included in the tests; however, budget and
schedule constraints prevented that from occurring. In lieu of actual testing, a
manufacturer’s test report and subsequent test data for the Marconaflo system has been
appended for reference.

Ii-77
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\ 2.5 NHT-F

Figure 2.2 Elkhart#181 Brass Deluge Tip.

2.1.2 Flow Straighteners

A
-M

I

A flow straightener is designed to reduce or eliminate localized turbulence in flow
streams flowing through cylindrical conduits. They typically accomplish this by inserting
straightening vanes in the flow stream to prevent swirling of the flow stream as it
progresses along the conduit. There are many types and designs of straightening devices
in use in industry and these tests were limited in scope to include only two specific
designs.

The first one was the standard Hanford flow straightener ( Figure 2.3), which is the
baseline device. It is essentially a 0.6 meter (2 ft) length of 2-1/2 inch Schedule 40 steel
pipe with Male National Pipe Thread (MNPT) ends that has four long straight vanes
welded to the interior wall of the pipe and extending about 6 mm (1/4 inch) toward the
center. The vanes are welded to the pipe with single welds of about 25 mm (1 inch) at
each end and stand off the wall about 4 mm (5/32 inch) except at the welds. The
remaining length of the vanes is completely unsupported. The device weighs 4.5 kg
(10 lb).

, I
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Figure 2.3 Hanford Flow Straightener.

The second device was an Elkha.rt #282A Stream Shaper (Figure 2.4), which has an
acetal plastic “honeycomb” piece mounted in a lightweight alloy housing with 2-1/2 inch
FNHT inlet and a 2-1/2 inch MNHT outlet. It weighs 0.7 kg (1.5 lbs.).

&

005 SYPICMV).NETHICKNESS

Figure 2.4 Elkhmt Stream Shaper.
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2.1.3 Combinations Tested

The following combinations of flow straightener and nozzle were tested

● Elkhart nozzle, no flow straightener,

. Hdord nozzle, no flow straightener,

. Elkhart nozzle, Elkhart Stream Shaper,

. Hdord nozzle, Hanford flow straightener, and

. Hd?ord nozzle, Elkhart Stream Shaper.

2.1.4 Monitor

1. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE (dP)

TAP AT MONITOR

2. Dp AND PRESSURE TAP AT

NOZZLE ENTRY

3. dP TRANSDUCER

4. ELEVATION CONTROL HANDWHEEL

5. ROTATION LOCK

6. FLOW STRAIGHTENER (ELKHART)

7. NOZZLE (HANFORD)

, I
The nozzles and flow straighteners were mounted to a fire fighting deck-mount monitor
@khart Brass Mfg. Co. Model 8297-99 Stingray Deck Gun), which provided rotary and
tilt motion (Figure 2.5). An operator controlled lateral rotation of the nozzle by pushing
the nozzle back and forth while the vertical angle was adjusted using a hand-wheel. All
the tests were performed with a nearly horizontal jet.

The monitor was bolted to a steel ski~ which was secured in place by butting it against a
fire hydrant bollard and staking the other end to the pavement. In addition, about 200 kg
(441 lb) of sandbags were piled onto the staked end of the skid.

2.1.5 Water Supply

The water source was a municipal fire hydran~ which provided water at about 410-kPa
(60 psi) fed to a 9 m3 (2400 gallon) buffer tank through a totalizing flow meter and hose.
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~etiwwvented mdprovided uptolm(3.3 fi)ofmction headtotiep~p. The
flow rate to the buffer tank was manually controlled using a simple gate valve.

A rented diesel pump (Power Prime model HH- 125,6 inch x 4 inch) was in turn used to
supply the water to the nozzles by means of two 8-m (25-ft) lengths of 62-mm
(2.5-inch) fne hose in series with a coriolis flow meter (see Section 3.1.7
Instrumentation).

The pump proved inadequate to achieve the desired 1.03 MPa (150 psi) at the nozzle due
to inlet losses and pressure drop across the delivery hoses, monitor, and flow meter. As a
result the tests were conducted at approximately 0.83 Mpa (120 psi).

2.1.6 Targets

The targets were circular flat steel discs. One was 27 cm (10.5 inch) in diameter and the
other one was 54 cm (2 1.0 inch) in diameter. The sizes were chosen to be the same as
those used in the Marconaflo tests 2performed by the manufacturer. The targets were
attached to a sensor that measured the force moments imparted to the target by the jet.
The larger target was designed to easily attach over the top of the smaller target to reduce
setup time (Figure 2.6).

The target mount had provisions for adjusting range, elevation, elevation angle, and
bearing to the target. The targe~ item (3) in Figure 2.7, and force-moment sensor (1)
were bolted to an existing bracket (2) and to a machinist’s rotary cross-slide indexing
table (7). The table was then mounted to a plate (6) mounted with threaded rod (16) and
nuts (17) to provide pitch adjustment and to provide a method of clamping itself to a set
of forklift forks. The forklift was driven to range location+/- 25 mm (1 inch) and
roughly aligned by steering the forklift into position. Then the target alignment to the jet
was fine-tuned with the indexing table. It was not known exactly how precisely the
monitor could be aime~ therefore, some features of the target mounting were intended to
support precise positioning and ~ignment of the target to the water jet. The forklift tilt
mechanism proved to be controllable enough to present the target normal to the measured
vertical jet angle within a few tenths of a degree, so the threaded rod pitch adjustment
was not used. One bar of the target mount was extended to the side to provide a rough
aiming target to minimize dwell time of the jet on the target, reducing risk of damage to
the force-moment sensor. The monitor proved relatively easy to ~ so target alignment
to the jet was easier than anticipated. The rotary table also proved very usefi.d for quick
bearing alignment.

“Letter ReporL Marconaflom 1977 Test Program, Interoffice Correspondence J.F. O= to W.N Sims. See
Appendix
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LARGE TARGET PLATE

//

SMALL TARGET PLATE

Figure 2.6 Rear view of target with 54-cm (21-inch) plate attached.

.
Figure 2.7 Front oblique view of target with 27-cm (10.5-inch) plate only. Axes (~ Y,

Z) of the force-torque sensor reference frame are shown.
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2.1.7 Instrumentation

2.1.7.1 Force Measurement

The force and moment resulting horn impingement of the sluice jet on the target plate
was measured with an Assurance Technologies IrIc. (now ATI Industrial Automation)
flow temperature (F/T) Sensor Omega 600/7000, Serial Number (SIN) 3369. The device
was calibrated by the vendor just prior to the testing. The Fx (force aligned with X-axis),
Tx (Moment about the X-axis), Ty and Tz axes exhibited non-linear error of slightly
greater than 1%. Fz force (axial force) output, the force of primary interest, was well
within the 10/0tolerance.

Output fkom the F/T sensor is processed by a mukiplexor (Mux) box and controller (same
S/N number) and supplied to the data acquisition system as a matrix of values updated at
a user-controllable interval.

2.1.7.2 Flow Measurement

Water flow rate was measured with a Micro Motion Coriolis flow sensor Model
DS3005155SU, S/N 162827 and transmitted to the data acquisition system by a
transmitter Model RTF9739, S/N 1511597. The data acquisition system (DAS) was
scaled so a 0-400 gpm flow (see Footnote 1 on page 2.1) corresponded to the 4-20 mA
sensor output. The Micro Motion device also sensed water temperature, where the DAS
was scaled from 1O-4O”Cto correspond with a second 4-20 mA signal.

2.1.7.3 Pressure

Gage pressure at the entrance to the nozzles was measuredwith an Ametekpressure
transducer,Model 88FO05A20CSS~ S/N 40173-1-18, calibrated to 0-300 psi, with an
accuracy of+/- 0.25Y0. .Theunit was calibrated by AMETEK on January 4, 1995, with
NIST trace number 45F-2-00290.

2.1.7.4 Differential Pressure

The differential pressure (dP) across the flow straightener was measured with a
Rosemo,mt differential pressure transducer/transmitter uni~ model number 115 1DP4E22
B2, S/N 266332, with a range of 0-150 inches water (see footnote on page 2.1) and an
accuracy of+/- 0.1‘%0.

2.1.7.5 Data Accwisition

Signal outputs from the various sensorshransmitters were recorded using a portable
computer with a real-time graphical data display, which facilitated rapid aiming and real-
time data review. The software used was National Instruments Labview “Virtual
Instrument” developed on a Labview system ~d downloaded to the portable as an
executable program.

A@og data from ‘theflow and pressure instruments was converted from the current
signal to a voltage signal using precision 249C2resistors and then to a digital signal with a
National Instruments DAQcard-700S/N A14EE5.

Calibration factors for the pressure instruments were determined by linear regression of
the calibration data. The sensing range of the initial dp instrument setup on the system
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proved to be insufficient for our test pressures. A second un-calibrate~ unit was brought
out to the field and field calibrated over its normal sensing range and installed onto our
test setup. The field calibration was performed using a static water column and showed
the replacement instrument to have a nominal accuracy within 2% of full-scale.

The flow instrument was a MicroMotion D300 sensor coupled with an RFT Model 9739
transmitter. The reported range and accuracy for this system was Oto 7000 lbs/minute
and +/ - 0.2’%of the rate, respectively.

2.1.7.6 Geometry

The distance between the nozzle and target was measured using a steel tape measure,
where the accuracy of the measurement was estimated to be +/- 25 mm (1 inch) based on
the measuring device and the rough method of measurement used. Test range point
elevations were measured using a surveyor’s transit and measuring rod. The
manufacturer’s stated accuracy for the transit was +/- 1/16 inch at 100 II distance (see
Footnote 1 on page 2.1).

Jet exit and incident contact angles were measured with a hand-held digital inclinometer.
Incident angle readings were made visually. The incident contact angles were measured
by a student inte~ who was positioned at an arbitiary distance away from the jet stream
and who sighted the approximate stream angle along the top or bottom edge of the
inclinometer and recorded the resultant angle reading. The device has a “hold” button to
lock in the reading at any point and save it until manually cleared. This allowed the
intern to sight the angle and press the hold button without trying to read the LCD readout
while attempting to hold the device in position. The alignment of the inclinometer with
the incident stream was necessarily subjective due to the difie stream and the visual
alignment technique employed. As a result, the nominal 0.10 accuracy of the device
proved to be an insignificant magnitude.

The jet exit angle for the Hdord Nozzle was measured by placing the inclinometer on
top of the straight exit section of the nozzle and reading the resultant angle. A visual
technique was again used for the Elkhart nozzle because its exit nozzle shape was not
straight.

Target plate angles were also measured using the inclinometer where one edge of the
inclinometer was place against the target face aid the forklifl tilt was adjusted until the
desired angle was achieved.

, I
2.2 Procedure

2.2.1 Setup

The monitor and target were prepared as previously described and the range was laid out
with target placement marks spray-painted on the pavement. The forkliil with the
mounted iarget assembly was positioned on the range at one of the target placement
marks with a plywood spray shield and tarp installed to protect it.

The pump was set up near the buffer tank discharge and the instrumentation and hoses
laid out to stiely and efficiently feed the monitor and nozzle assembly. A pre-job
discussion of the test procedures and applicable safety issues was held before attempting

2.8



a few trial runs. The purpose of the trial runs was to shake down operations and
instrumentation and to fme tune our test procedure. It was during the initial trial run that
the first dP !nstrument was determined to have an inadequate range -750 mm (30 inch)
HzO to measure the dP across the Elkhart flow straightener. Before the next trial run the
unit was replaced with the 3.75 m (150 inch) H20 uni~ which was field calibrated
immediately preceding its installation. ‘The next trial run proved that the setup was ready
to begin testing.

It was also discovered that water was able to penetrate along the small target mounting
bolts and enter the sensor internal areas. This caused the sensor to malfunction. The unit
was allowed to dry out, after which @e sensor operated normally. The small target plate
was reattached using silicone grease along the bolts and filling the space behind the plate
with epoxy. As an added precaution the next trial runs used the larger target plate, which
did not have any direct pathways for water to migrate to the sensor. The system checked
out as fully functional after these modifications were completed.

2.2.2 Testing

2.2.2.1 Tamet Alignm ent “

The initial test series were run with the large target plate as this reduced the risk of an
early force/moment sensor failure from sensor contact with water. The target assembly
was positioned at the desired distance mark on the ground and roughly aligned to the
nozzle. A string line was pulled taught along the nozzle centerline and over the target
and the target was rotated with the index table to align the target plate normal to the
string. A pair of alignment marks on the target mount were used to sight against the
string. A stream of water, at test pressure, was then shot at or just to the side of the
target and the exit and incident angles measured. The water was shut off and the target
vertical tilt was set normal to the incident jet +/- 0.5° using the forklift tilt control and
measuring the angle with the inclinometer.

A full series of tests using the small target were performed after all the large target tests
were completed. The sensor operated normally throughout these tests as well, indicating
that the modifications applied to the small target solved the water leakage problem seen
during the trial runs. During the small target tests, the incident angle was not measured.
The same target tilt angle used for the large target tests were used for the small target
tests.

2.2.2.2 Test Runs

All tests were conducted with tie pump operating at the governed engine maximum
speed of 2200 rpm. Pressure measured at the nozzle was between 783 kPa and 814 kPa
(115 and 118 psi) for-all tests, and the measured flow rates were between 19.9 L/see and
20.3L/sec(315 and 321 gpm). Water temperature varied between 19.4°C and 22.2”C.

Initially, the jet was swept slowly across the target plate several times while
incrementally changing the elevation for each pass. The data sample was taken starting
with the jet off-target to get a baseline then the jet was slowly swept over tie target. The
intent was to post-process the da~ selecting only force data corresponding to moments
within a limited range of magnitude. This would select force data from a jet impinging

2.9
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on the center of the target. During the first several test runs, it was discovered that the jet
could be aimed at the target accurately enough using the force and moment feedback
rather than executing the sweeping action employed eadier. The jet was centered on the
target and then held stationary for approximately 30 seconds. The result was that a larger
sample of data was able to be collected with the jet centered and stationary than could be
selected from data captured using the sweeping method. The remaining test runs were
performed using this static-mode method.

Subsequent static-mode test runs were conducted by aiming the jet usfig instrument
feedback then moving the jet laterally off the target a couple of feet. With the jet off-
target, the data sample (100 sec at approximately 10 Hz) was started. After a few
seconds, the jet was redirected back at the target and brought to center, where it was held
for approximately 30 sec. It was then slowly played back and forth a few times, taking it
completely off the target at various intervals. This method captured a large number of
data points with the jet on-target an~ also, several distinct no-load force readings for
detecting and compensating for drift in the force sensor (discussed in Section 3.3
Analysis).

2.3 Data Analysis

2.3.1 Data Quality

Pressure, temperature, and flow data were of secondary importance compared to stream
coherence and impingement force. They were also mostly a fiction of the pump and
water distribution system configuration than any test configurations. In all test runs, the
pressure, temperature, and flow remained reasonably steady and consistent with no
anomalies observed.

The force/moment sensor data was characterized by considerable variance, with CT
ranging from 5°/0of the mean for short-range tests to >40Y0at the maximum range. The
sensor ako exhibited significant drift during several of the tests.

Initially, the force/moment sensor drift was ascribed to stress induced in the strain gage
spider in the device resulting from imperfect mating of the mounting surfaces and bolt
pattern. Imperfect surface mating is known to cause drift in this type of devices. To
rectify the dri~ the small target was re-mounted with epoxy putty between the mounting
plate and the target plate. The screws were drawn finger tight until the epoxy set, then
tightened an additional qumter-turn.

The large plate was installed over the small plate for the first series of tests to minimize
risk of early sensor damage. Immediately after this process, the drift was reduced by
80% and within an hour, the drifl had substantially disappeared. No significant drift was
observed in the data taken with the large target plate bolted to the small plate.

When the large target plate was remove~ drift in the Fz readings, manifest by the offset
in Fz when the jet was directed away from the target plate at the end of a w was
observed. The drift appeared to be fairly linear over the 100 sec of a run. The procedure
of ordering a sensor bias reset (zeroing the force/torque readings) before starting the run
was adopted. The revised procedure was to reset the sensor bias, then move the jet off
target and start collecting data for approximately 10 seconds. Next, the jet was moved to
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center on the target and data was collected for approximately 30 seconds before
beginning slow sweeps across the target or, in later tests, simply directing the jet off the
target again. This resulted in clean (low-noise) Fz readings at each end of the data run,
which could be used to estimate the sensor drift and compensate for it.

On one test (H25) a 100-sec data run was started and an unusually high drift was
observed. This test run was aborted and the restarted after the first data set was saved.
The repeat data set was appended to the first. Later, tier testing was concluded and
during analysis of the da% it was observed that the drift had reversed and vanished
during the first abortive test and was not evident in the second test run (Figure 2.8).
Unfortunately, this wasn’t detected during the test period so most of the small-target data
includes Fz drift as fast as 0.3 lbflsec. For low-drift-rates, a linear approximation is a
reasonable compensation, however, it may undercorrect for higher rates of drifi where it
appears that the rate of drift decays with time.

Sluicing Node TestH25

— Fz

. . . . . -Ty

. . . . . -Tx

— Fz drift

0 SELECTED

-300I I I 1 I I
o 50 100 150 200 250

Tinle(See)

Figure 2.8 Data plot for Test H25 showing non-linear drift in Fz.

2.4 Data Reduction

The following selection and averaging techniques were used to arrive at the force values
reported in Section 4, Conclusions.

2.4.1 Data Filtering

Fz (force component parallel to the Z-axis data (see Figure 2.7) was filtered using the
following criterion:

a. The magnitude of Fz is greater than a threshold value, ensurin g that the jet
was impacting the target.

b. The magnitude of Tx and Ty (torque about the respective axes) at the same
time was less than a threshold value, ensuring that the jet was near the center
of the plate.
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2.4.1.1. Data Selection

The filtered data was selected by applying the criteria that any data point used had to be
contiguous in the discrete time domain with four other data points passing the filter. The
non-zero selected data were used to compute the average and standard deviation values
reported.

2.4.1.2 Selection Criteria

The Fz criteria were determined by plotting the average Fz for both filtered and
filtered/selected data as a fimction of the Fz limit. The limit was set at a value where the
slope of the resulting curve was nearly zero. For a typical data se~ some of the data was
recorded when the jet was not centered on the plate, which resulted in the measured force
being low and the moments either low or relatively high. A low Fz filter will include a
lot of off-center data since the low force will result in a low moment as well, allowing the
data to pass the T& Ty filter. This will reduce the average Fz magnitude markedly, as
can be seen in Figure 2.9.

Fz Fiftering Criteria

100

g o

Fz Filter Value (Ibf)

+Avg Fz for filtered data
1

Figure 2.9 Typical filter value selection plot.

If the Fz filter value is set too high, it starts to bias the average by deleting data in the -3G
band. In cases where the force varied slowly through the filter value, the filter again
introduced a bias in the same manner. In those cases, the data in the transitional periods
were manually changed to a zero value to ensure that it would be filtered without biasing
the selected data.

2.4.2 Other Factors

The most significant influence on the data quality was probably the wind. The tests were
conducted outdoors in varying winds. The wind conditions for the 48-hour period in
which the tests were performed are plotted in Figure 2.10. The time period of actual
testing was about 0.3 – 0.6 day and 1.3 – 1.6 day. Most of the time the average wind
velocity was less than 4.5 m/see (1Omph), and the direction was southerly (the range was
aligned roughly south north, with the jet traveling north). During those conditions the
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wind had little effect on stream properties. Afternoon on the first day of testing the wind
picked up to an average over 6.7 ndsec (15 mph) and shifted to westerly, which had a
much greater influence on the coherence of the stream. By about 2:30 P.M. that day, the
direction was NW and the wind speeds had increased enough to suspend further testing
that day. The tests that were run that day were for the Hanford nozzle, which was being
tested at increasing range using both flow straighteners at each target distance. While the
wind degraded the coherence of the respective streams, it did so randomly and without
bias with regard to which flow straightener was being used. Essentially, the flow
straighteners were tested against each other under reasonably similar conditions.

On the second day of testing, the wind was lighter and less steady in the rooming. The
test sequence was to change nozzle and flow straightener combinations at each given
distance, so the combinations were tested under similar conditions at each target distance.
The absolute performance data taken during the afternoons when the wind tended to pick
up is somewhat suspect, but the comparisons between the various equipment
combinations tested should remain valid

Whd at Richland Endingon Friday 7/14/00
4oG . . . . . . . . . ..~ . . . . . . . . . ..r . . . . . . . . . ..> . . . . . . . . . ..r . . . . . . . . . ..i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..E
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g

:
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4

*.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Figure 2.10 Plot of wind speed and direction during the testing. (Courtesy
http://www.tmLgov/waconia/Weather/Rosy combo.ASP)



2.4.3 Empirical Observations

Photographs were taken of the sluice streams to visually compare the stream coherence.
Selected photos are presented in the following Figures 2.11 through 2.15.

,.. . . . . . ,,W..*

Figure 2.11 Test H17 - Elkhart nozzle with Elkhart Stream Shaper, 19.2 m (63 ft).

6
. .. —.. .— -----

.

Figure 2.12 Test H18 - Hanford Standard nozzle with Elkhart Stream Shaper,
19.2 m (63 ft).

Figure 2.13 Test H19A - Hanford Nozzle with Hanford Flow Straightener, 18.59 m
61 ft).
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Figure 2.14 Test 29- HMord Nozzle with no flow straightener, 10.06 m (33 ft).
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Figure 2.15 Test 30- Elkhart Nozzle with no flow straightener.
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2.5 Comparison to Theory

The flow rates measured were found to correspond to a Cd value of .958 for both of the
test nozzles. If all the momentum of a stream at the discharge rates observed were
cancelled at the target, the theoretical reaction would be 79IN(178 lbf). Three of the
averaged Fz data for short-range tests exceeded this value by no more than 2.9°/0. This is
considered insignificant compared to the variance of the datq one standard deviation for
the most consistent data set was approximately 770 of the mean value.

I
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3.0 Conclusions

3.1 Stream Coherence

Two significant conclusions can be drawn from the numerical data:

1. The use of a flow straightener is absolutely necessary to maximize stream
coherence and usefhl sluicing performance.

2. Tests using the larger target did demonstrate a clear distinction between the
various nozzle/flow straightener combinations as evidenced by data plotted in
Figure 3.1; however, Figure 3.2 shows that the Elkhart Stream Shaper
provided measurably better stream coherence during testing with the smaller
target plate. Note that the reaction force at close range for the small target
tests agrees well (within 3Yo)with the theoretical value maximum. The
theoretical values are plotted in Figure 3.3. The data in all three figures was
plotted after selection and filtering processes were complete.

3.2 Pressure Loss – Flow Straighteners

There is a significant difference in pressure drop in the nozzle when used without a flow
straightener and when used with a flow straightener. However, the difference in pressure
drop between the different combinations that used a flow straightener was insignificant.
The pressure drop data for the vtious nozzle/flow straightener combinations are
presented in Figure 3.1. Note that the ESS combination (EIkhart nozzle on Elkhart
Stream Shaper) required no adapters while the HSS combination (Hanilord nozzle on
Elkhart Stream Shaper) required a 2-1/2 inch FNHT x 2-1/2 MNPT adapter between the
flow straightener and the nozzle and the HSTD (Hanford nozzle on Hanford flow
straightener) combination required a 2- 1/2 inch FNHT x 2- 1/2 inch FNPT adapter
between the monitor and the flow straightener. The adapter fittings, which could be
omitted from a sluicing monitor, add some degree of pressure drop to the applicable
configurations. The difllerential pressure across the flow straighteners amounts to about
3% of the pressure at the nozzle and the difference between flow straighteners is only
about 0.6% of the nozzle pressure.

3.3 Limitations

The following limitations regarding the comparison of streams produced by the nozzles
without flow straighteners must also be identilled. The raw data indicate that the Elkhart
nozzle alone produces a more coherent jet than the Hanford nozzle; however, mounting
the Hanford nozzle to the monitor required a FNHT x MNPT adapter. The adapter
interface may have introduced a step in the wall at the pipe thread joint, exacerbating the
turbulence. In addition, the jets from both nozzles, when used without flow straighteners,
were very incoherent so accurate aiming was impossible, and it is by no means certain
that the data is representative of the best possible performance of either nozzle. The slow
and diffuse jets produced were certainly influenced more by the wind than were the
tighter jets produced using the flow straighteners. The force/moment data plot was of no
use for aiming the jets in these two tests, as the traces were so erratic that visual
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averaging was impossible. The data and photographs from the nozzle-only tests should
only be used to support the first conclusion above.

AVERAGE FORCE (LBF)

21 in. DIA TARGET

~ELKHART N022LE, ELKHART STREM4 SHAPER (E SS)

~ HANFORD NOZZLE, ELKHART STREAM SHAPER (H SS)

200.
~ H4NFORD N022LE & FLOW St’RAIGHTENER(H STD)

-- +__ Ess21”+lsTDDEv

150.~- -.,.
y -- +__ Ess21-lsTDDEv

;
v
K .
0 .
k 100.

. .
\, -x- -. HSS21+1STDDEV

___
- x

.x. .Hss2l-lslDDEv

50. . . -x- - .HSTD21+ISTDDEV

---X-- .HSTD21 ST DDEVEV

o ,~>

o 10 20 20 40 50 60 70 - - - M=~eo@i=JFz~rw=.985

TARGET DISTANCE (m

Figure 3.1 Stream force on 54-cm (21-inch) diameter target. The large variance of the
data is indicated by the 1-c bands plotted for each configuration.
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.a__HSS-l STDDEV
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Figure 3.2 Stream force on 27-cm (10.5-inch) diameter target. H-NONE and E-None
are shown with error bars of 1-o.
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DISTANCE (NOZZLE DIAMETERS)

~ESS 10.5”

~HSSIO.5°

~ H STD 10.5”

E SS 21 “

--x-- HSS21°

-- ●- - H STD21°

● MARCONAFLO 60 deg

— O- – MARCONAFLO 90 deg

Figure 3.3 Jet force as percent of maximum theoretically possible, distance to target
scaled to nozzle diameters. The Marconaflo data is for a 28.58-rmn
(1.125-inch) nozzle at 360 psi on a 27-cm (10.5-inch) target (l).
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Figure 3.4 dP Comparison for flow straighteners with nozzles and adapters.
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4.0 Recommendations
The Hanford flow straightener should be replaced with a more effective design unless
there are other compelling reasons to continue using it One such reason might be that
the Hanford desi~ having larger “cell” cross-section dimensions and a single passage,
would be more tolerant of any large objects/solids in the sluicing liquid. The smaller
“cells” of the Elkhaxt design could act as a strainer with larger particles and be prone to
clogging unless the fluid is filtered upstream.

Also, the Hanford nozzle is unnecessarily heavy for the common pressures used for
sluicing and could easily be reduced in mass without jeopardizing its longevity or
performance. A cursory analysis indicated that at 2 Mpa (300 psi) the current Hanford
nozzle design has a safety factor of about 20. It must also be considered that there may
be no cost benefit to redesigning it solely to reduce the mass as long as it is not too heavy
for normal handling and installation activities. Since the nozzle is machined from solid
stock it would typically require additional machine time to remove weigh~ which adds
cost to the fabrication. Ultimately it would be more expensive to fabricate a lighter
version of the current design.

If the nozzle were redesigned to also incorporate a smaller and more efficient flow
straightener, similar to the Elkhart streamshaper (Figure 4. 1), the cost benefit might be
realized by improved periiormance. In additioq the incorporation could eliminate the
extra b- torque, and mechanical connections associated with the existing nozzle/flow
straightener design. Using National Hose Thread and fire apparatus wrench dogs would
also allow a smooth bore through the connection to the monitor and use of simple hook
spanners for installation instead of heavy pipe wrenches.

Figure 4.1 Proposed improved sluicing nozzle with integral removable flow
straightener and spanner dogs.
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Carefid attention should also be paid to the surface finish on the nozzle bore. It is
unknown whether the manufacturing quality of this nozzle is representative of the nozzles
used in the fiel~ but the Hanford nozzle used in these tests had significant machine tool
marks (several thousandths of an inch deep) in the narrow end of the converging section,
which may have degraded its performance. For example, for the Reynolds number of
about 9000 obtained at the test flow rate, the friction factor for 0.1 mm (.004 inch)
roughness in a 25-mm (l-inch) bore will be .038 versus .032 for a smoothbore, an
increase of 19°/0in shear at the wall.

,
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Appendix -

Marconaflo System
The Marconaflo sluicing system uses a nozzle set at a fixed angle to the vertical supply
pipe, which is rotated about its axis, so the jet sweeps a roughly conical pattern. The
slurried waste then drains to the apex of the cone where it is retrieved by a“sluny pump.

It appears from that data available that the Marconaflo system has a very effective nozzle
and flow straightener, especially considering that the flow straightener is incorporated
into the nozzle assembly. The Marconaflo nozzle assembly is comprised of an acutely
angled and compact elbow, cast as a single piece, a flow straightener, and a short nozzle
attached to the end. It is questionable whether the Marconaflo retrieval strategy is usefid
for complete cleaning of the large DOE tanks with relatively flat bottoms; however, it
does appear to have merit and should be considered for any new storage facilities.
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The attached report is submitted for youx review.
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is close _bo optimum with the exceptionof the plastic orifice
vznes. At 63 feet, the use of two metal orifice vanes increased
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an effective but rugged orifice vane design.
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1977 N02ZEE TEST I?RCGRM

I. FOREWORD

This report presents the results of the 1977 nozzle testing program. Tne

last formal test program was conducted in 1971.

II. OBJECTIVES OF TEST PROGRAM

A. Select Optimum Nozzle Design

The basic objective was ‘coselect the optimum gooseneck orifice and

straightening vane”combination for the DYN4J13T3000 to be tinished

to Southern California Edison.

The SCZ application

distances up to 210

100 feet. Frevious

required that

feet. Normal

tinejet streambe effective at

operating distances are less than

test distances did not exceed 50 feet.

B. Identim and Evaluate Design Features Which Affect Performance /

The basic objective was to determine the effect of changes in design

details on jet stream performance. The key design pe.rametersare

gooseneck geometv, straighteningvane design, orifice geomet~ and

the effect of manufacturing errors.

c. Gotain Benchmark Test Data

The basic

This test

objective was to obtain a natrti of

data can be used to compare present

accurratetest data.

nozzle performance

with the performance of past and future nozzle designs.
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In conjunctionwith data collection,the test results were compared

with predicted resfits based on established

‘I’hispermitted no-lizing test wlues as a

theoretical values. !ilneinterpretationsof

with test results also permitted adjusting

changes in pressure and orifice diameter.

analytical techniques.

decimal &action of

anal.ybicaltechniques

test data for small

An assessment of the experimentalerror was made to establish limita-

tions on the accuracy of test data.

A.5
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111. SCOPE OF TEST PROGRAM

A. General

Ming the period fion June 6 to July 14, 1977, 55 major data points

were taken representing specific design and test configurations.

Some 180 supplemental data points were also obtained wlnichprovide

support to the major data points.

B. Design Evaluation

The folhxing design configurationswere evaluated:

1. Foux gooseneck designs (90°, 600, 38° and,30°)

2. Three orifice sizes (1-1/8, I-L3/16, 1-1/2)

3. Foux orifice vane designs (plastic,copper grid, steel cross) none)

1,r. Orifice extension section (with protision for vane)

5. Miscellaneous

c. Test Parameters

The

1.

2.

3.

4.

experimentalvane designs

/

follu,;ingtest parameters were utilized.

Seven taget distances (6’-6” to 63’-8”)

Two target sizes (10.5” dia. and 21” dia.)

Pressures up to 360 PSIG (50, 100, 150, 250, 360)

Underwater tests at short range

A.6



IV. TEST PROCEDURE

A. Test Constraints

The large number of desi”gn-andtest configurationsmade it imprac-

tical to test all possible combinations. Tinerefore,the testing WES

conducted in a manner which convergedon an optimum design configura-

tion.

Other test

drought, a

constants included a limitedwater allocation due

limited availabilityof the puRp and the generally

condition of the test equipment. In particul.?r,the HPwater

to the

poor

pump

was overdue for a major overhaul and could only be operated for

short periods between repac!<ings.

B. Baseline Concept

An initialbaseline design was establishedand tested. Other design

confirmations were then tested at selected points and the results

compared to the baseline.

c. Design Optimization

An improved design configurationwas then

design features which appeared to provide

established, incorporating

the best performance.

The new design configurationwas tested sufficiently to establish

a new, improved baseline.

Using the improved baseline design,key design features were selected

to determine the optimum design.
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v. SUM4.ARYOF TEST RESULTS

A. Calibration Tests

The test equipment and orifice discharge coefficientwere calibrated

prior to formal testing.

1. Target Force System Calibration

‘Thepressure gauges and terget were calibrated using known forces

and pressures. The elevation difference in

tion and target was applied as a correction

- PSI). Duplicate pressure gauges for nozzl,e

pressure gau43eloca-

to all readings (1.5

SUPFLY and target

pressure were used to i6enti& gauge malfunctions.

2. Orifice Discharge Coefficient Calibration

I%e orifice discharge coefficientwas calibrated at the 13:-8”

range. At this close range, the actual jet impact is 10~0 of

theoretical because there is no loss of monentm in the jet

s~~eam.E.g., there is no loss of mass or loss of velocitY

fron orifice to target. Verific2tiox of 10f19inpactwas 03-

tained y~nenthe impact at the 231-9” re~aine~ the S?.HE. At

the 13’-6” range, the impact vs. pressure relationshipremained

linear over the 50 fo 350 PSI range.

Knowing the 10@~ impact, the orifice diameter and the su?P1-Y

pressure, the orifice discharge coefficient was calculated

(.913). IGmwing the discharge coefficient, it was then Pos-

sible to determine the flex as .a

Therefore, the calibration tests

charge coefficient and permitted

one to two percent.
A.8
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B. Baseline Design Results

1. Baseline configuration

The baseline configuration includedthe following:

Gooseneck = 900/50

Orifice = 1.125 dia., 30° straight taper

Orifice Vane = Plastic

2. Impact vs. Range with 10” Target

Data plot 3 shows the target tipact for 6 target distances (13’

to 63’) and 3 pressures (150, 25o, 360 pSIG);alSO shown is the
.

calculated impact.

The target impact at 360 PSIG for the 6 target distances is:

Lbs.

13 ‘-8” 655 100

23 f -8” 655 100

33 ‘ -8” 592 90.5

43 ‘ -8’1 545 83.3

53 ‘ -8” 498 76.2

63’-8” 447 68.2

lTote: All impact data have been
connected to 360 PSIG, some
were obtsined at 355 and 350
PSIG.

Data plot 4 shows tipact vs. distance. ~~otehi-linear data dis-

tribution. Up to 23 feet impact is 10~~. From23 feet to 63

f;etj impact is inversely proportionalto distance. Assuming

the linear relationship continues,the impact wouldbe 41? at

10Q feet. A.9
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3. Impact vs. Change in Elevation

Data plot No. 5 showsthe effect of raisizg and lowering the jet

stream on target impact. The elevationadjusting scrctiwas

adjusted one and two turns above and below the centeredposition.

(See data plot 21 for geometry of elevation adjusting screw.)

Data plot shows the impact

stream reaches the edge of

dropping off very r.aFidlyas the jet

the target indicatingtkt the jet

streainis still highly concentrated.

~. Tests vith 21-Inch Terget

Tests were conductedusing s.21-inch target (whichhas four times

the area of the stand&d 10.5-inch target. Data plot 6 shows the

results for the 90° gooseneck. Data plots 7, 8, 9, 12 and 13

show 21-inch target impact data for the 30, 38 and 60 degree

neck desi’@s.

Data for the 21-inch and 10.5-inch targets are shown below.

goose-

Note

that impact is a function”ofvelocity as well as mass. Therefore,

an infinit~~ large target ~ro~d not give lo~p fiD~ct at distances

where air resistancebecomes sufficientto reduce jet stream vel-

ocity:

Target Dia”. I 10.5 I 21 I
Impact . 447 523

~ of Max. (655 lbs.) 68.2 79.8

$ Increase 11.65
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c. Design Optimization

. .

After establishingthe performanceof the baseline design, various

desi=~ features were tested to select an optimum configuration.

The three basic desio- featureswere gooseneck re-entrant angle,

orifice design and straighteningvane design. .m

1. Effect of Gooseneck Re-entra-ntAngle

Four gooseneck were tested which were identical except for

the re-entrant angle measured from vertical.

90 (baseline),60, 30 and 38 degrees. The 38

incorporateda differentnethod of laying out

geonetry.

The angles were

degree design

the reentrant

(a) Tests with 10-Inch Target

Data plot sheets 10 and 11 show the effect of gooseneck

angle on target impact. The table below lists the per-

formance in descendingrank:

10.5-InchTarget Data

53’-8” 63!-811 ‘
Gooseneck

Angle $ 655 % 655
Lbs. Lbs. Rating . Lbs. Lbs. Rating

“60 53’7 82.0 1.000 486 .742 1.000

30 523 79.9 .974 468 .715 .963

38 516 78.9 .961 447 .682 .920

90 4g8 76.0 .927 447 .682 . g~o
.——

Diff. 60/90 39 6.0 .073 39 6.0 .080

Diff. 60/30 14 2.10 .026 18 .027 .037

All
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(b) Test’swith 21-Inch Target

Data plot sheets 1.2and 13 show the effect of gooseneck

angle on impact on a 21-inch target. Ranking of perform-

ance is shows below:

21-Inch Target Data

Sooseneck
Angle

k
Lbs.

——
~& 608

38%(.30) 592

90 (90) I 580

30 (38) I 579

Diff. I60/30 (38) 29

&

53 ‘ -8”

$655
Lbs.

92.8

90.4

88.5

88.4

b.4

2.k

?ating

L. 000

.974

.954

.952

.048

.025

———.-.—.— -i

LbS

554

523

523

520

34

31

$655
Lbs.

63’-8”

-iRating

84.6

79.8

79.8

79.4 ‘

5.20

4.8

71.000

.944

.944

.939

.061

--l.056

(c) Selection of Optimum Design

The results show thatthe 60 degree design is measurably
.

superior to other desiO-s for

tsrget sizes. The measurable

the IWO distancesand two

differences are reasonably

consistent ranging fi-om4.8 to WO above the worst design

to 2.?$ to 5.6$ above the second best design. However,

if each reading is consideredto have a tolerance of o~

~ 40, the differencesbecome trivial in miny cases. ??rom

the above, it was concluded that the 6@ gooseneck appeared

to be the best performing design. It was selected for the

SCE installation,and the remainin~ tests were conducted

with this gooseneck.
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(d) Identificationof ManufacturingErrors

Due to the closeness of the results, the effect of manu-

facturing errors on performancewas considered. All four

gooseneck were set in a line, end the match between the

orifice and gooseneck castingwas checked. The 38 degree

gooseneckhad a nearly perfect match. The go, 60 and 30

de=greedesigns all had locationswhere the gooseneck cast-

ing had a larger radius than

The 60 de=wee design had the

error of about .I-80inches.

the machined orifice ‘oore.

worst mismatch, showing an

At

60

to

this point, it was not known if the

degree gooseneck over the 38 degree

the manufacturing error or in spite

superiority of the

gooseneckwas due

of the error..

A comparison conducted on July 7 and 13, showed no meas~-

able difference for identical orifice and vane configura-

tions (545 lbs. vs. 545 lbs. on a 10.5 inch target at 63

feet with extender and two galvanized vanes). 176 lbs.

were also obtained h each case with this configuration.

2. Orifice Design

An orificewith a radiused converging section was tested to

compare its performancewith the straight taper orifice.

The radiused orifice shown on Drawing 1.016-I_04-c-17was pro-

portioned in accordancewith the recommendations of the Iowa

Institute ofliydraulicResearch (ASCE paper 252g-lg52ASCE

transactions). T’nisdesign has a lower discharge coefficient

A.13
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(.825 VS. .913) than the,straight orifice shown on Drawing

1016-101-JO-18. This is due to the difference in final conver-

gence angle (30° vs 150). To provide comparable data, the

orifice diameter was increasedto 1.185 inches. The net result

was equal predicted performance (equal flow, velocity, impact).

The test results showed little-orno difference in performance.

Data sheet 18 shows 560 lbs. vs 514 lbs. at 63.8 feet on a.

21-inch target. However; data sheet 21 shuws 482 lbs. for both

designs at 63.8 feet on a 10.5-inch target (sleeve/e-xtender/

plastic vane).

The straight orifice is by far the easiest to machine. From

a practical standpoint, there is no cause to consider other

convergence proportions, since the straight taper is equal in

performance to the best design tested at Iowa.

Orifices %iith parallel exit extensions (2D, 3D) were not evail-

able in the 1.125-inch size for the 8-inch gooseneck. This

confiOwation may have merit.

3. Orifice Vane Experiments

Tests conducted during the 1970-1972 period

orifice vanes were necessary to produce good

lxnces in excess of 40 feet.

For the tests with the 8-irich’nnozzles,

welded in place to facilitate changing

A.14
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jet streams at dis-



no tests were

Various tests

made

were

to determine the effect of tinestem vane.

made to determine the effect of changes in

orifice vane design and arrangement. A suII!Ir2ryof results

follows:

(a)

“ (b)

Plastic Vanes

Plastic vanes manufactuzzedby S’WNG HYDRO?UCS were used,

identical to Drawing 101-JO-O9 except for a len=gthof 1.938

inches. The Vanes firere

All of the baseline and

the plastic vanes. The

placed with the

gooseneck tes~s

leading edge of

thick end upstream.

were conducted with

~~~ ~nes were

battered in a f& minutes’ testing due to residual parti-

cles in the test water. This battering caused the effec-

tive width to increase, much the .s.me as a well used

chisel head or tent stake. I%e plastic vcmes xere re-

placed several times with new vanes to obtain optimum

target impact.

~l~talorifice vanes

Two metal venes were tested:

(1) “ Two l%rtition Cross (~~g. 104-c-18)

The objective of this design was to

~~ged metal vane. Data sheet

was not.nearly as effective as

vs. 482 lbs. at 63.8 feet on a

A.15
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21 shws that the cross

the plastic vane 387 lbs.

10.5-inch target
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(2) Galvanized Grid

This vane was found in the Test Center and appsxently

is commercially available for fire monitors. It con-

sists of S. .375 square grid made of brass which has

been galvanized. The vanes were cleanedwith dilute

HCL acid to remove corrosion products.

.
The galvanized was measum.bly superior to the plastic

vane.

Plastic Ga’lv. Comparison
—.

53.8’ - 10.5” target 537 598 1.11

63.8’ - 10.5” target 482 516 1.07
I

(c) Orifice Extender

A 2D parallel e-%ender was made (lMg. 104-C-19) to serve

bro purposes. The first purpose was to”deiermine M“a p_ara.l-

lel section.between the gooseneck outlet and orifice inlet

would be beneficial. The second purpose was to experiment

with orifice vane designs and combinations since the extender

could contain a vane or a sleeve. The sleeve simply filled

the space that would have held the sleeve cylinder to provide

smooth flow. The table below lists the results. See alSO

data plot 15 of 21.

A.16
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Data Exterior Orifice $
Case Range Target ;Slieetl‘“ VEne Vane Impact 655

1 53.8 10;5 19 Plastic None 591 90.2

2 :: t! 20 Plastic Plastic 529 80.8

3 “
11

20 None Plastic 48z 73.6

4 “ 11
21 Galv. Cross 608 92.8

5 “ It 22 Ga.lv . Galv . 599 91.3

6 “ II 22 No Mender’ Galv. 598 91.3

7 “
II

17 No I&tender Plastic 537 82.0

8 63.8 10.5 21. Plastic , None ‘482 73;6

9 “
t!

Iione Plastic No Test

10 11 tl 21 Cross None 387 59.1

11 11 11 22 Galv, cross 560 85.5

12 tl It 22 Galv. ~ Galv. 560 85.5

13 “ 11 22 No E%tender Galv. 516 78.8

Ill 1! 11 Ill lioExtender Plastic ‘“’&.86– 74.2
*-t-

The extender/vanetests tended to show that the ep~ehder was

of no benefit at 53 feet end of:.measurablecbenefit:at63

feet. The galvanized vanes were measur~bly superior to the

plastic vanes.

(d) Miscellaneous Tests

At the conclusion of the test pro=gyam,vazzioustests were

performed of an experimentalnaimme. In brief, these were:

(1) Separan

Dow Chemicals “Separan”was injected in various qum-

tities(sheet 22) at the pump inlet while using a 10.5

A.17
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inch target at 63 feet. The chemical did not increase

the peak @pact , it did, however, malkethe peak reading

occux more frequently and for longer periods of the.

It was concluded that Separan could

longer distances if injected in the

be beneficial at

proper proportions

at the right locations. The jet stream was noticeably

clearer and more coherent.

(2) Reversed Plastic Vane

The plastic orifice vane was reyersed to place the thick”

edge dcy~ s~ream. The impact remained high, but the

jet stream was milky (cavitation?).

(3) Center Inserts

Various wires and rods were inserted in the center of

the vanes. I%e wire appeared to make no difference.

The .500-inchplastic rod caused a significant reductioa

in impact. In fairness, the plastic rod setup was very

crude. More refined and systematic tests of solid in-

serts might show considerablybetter results.

,
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D. Optimum Desi~

The test data indicated that the optimum design consistedof the

following components:

Gooseneck design

Orifice design

Orifice vanes

EMender

60 degrees

30 de=aee incl. angle

Galvanized grid

Possibly at longer ranges

A.19
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E. Underwater Tests

1. Foreword

The opportunity was taken to determine the effect offloading on

the jet stream impact. Partial or complete submergenceof the

jet stream may occur during DYNAJET operation.

2. ~xper~ent at 4’-6” Range

The flowbaclctank was raised

centerlineswere on the same

The water was

at 360 psig.

ure 2-B shows

so that the orifice and

horizontal elevation.

tzrget

allowed to rise in the ta~k’with the supply pressure
,

Impact was measured for various water levels. Fig-

a plot”of the target impact. Note that the impact

force drops sharply as the water level reaches the nozzle center-

line. At 15 inches submergence,tineimpact force stabilizes at

approximately one-fourth that of open air impact.

3. Expertients at the 13’-8” Ilange

Two experiments were conducted at twice the distance. For the

first experiment, the flu~back tm.k was tilted to level the ori-

fice and taxget centerlines. As the jet became submerged,the

impact dropped to nearly zero (about 30 lbs.)

Tineflowback range

8 inches above the

was then leveled, which placed the orifice

target centerline. As the water level reached

the target

lbs., even

Tests were

centerline, the im&pactforce dropped &om 62o to 5J40

though nearly all of the stream was cle~ of the water.

terminated at this the due to water invento~
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limitations. (The flowback tank requires apprccximately5,200

galilonsof water per foot of depth when level.)

~. General hpressions

Although the impact force drops dramatical~ with submergence,

the jet stream has a powerful effect on causing cotitercurrents

and turbulence in the tank. ‘Thiseffect is si.mificanteven at

the 13’-8” distance.

It should be noted that these

underwater reclaim operations

face is not duplicated.

A considerablydifferent test

underwater tests do not duplicate

.
since the geometry of the working

confirmation would be required to

adequately evaluate nozzle performance for Underraterreclaim

operatiom. Underwater reclaim tests shodd duplicatethe working .

face geometry so that countercmrent and turbQence effdc~s”~ould

be measured.

A.21
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F. ComparisonWith ~evious Tests

1. Comparison of 8“ end 6“ GooseneckDesigns

In late 1971 foux cast gooseneck designs in the 6“ size range

were tested (see ICC’s WFW toWNS dated 13.Jan. 1972). The

tests were made with a 1.125 inch orifice but without orifice

vanes. Data taken at 50 feet on a 10-inch target are”listed

below:

With 24”
Stem Vines

w 420 1.000

60 330 .786

45 305 .726

30 275 .655

AVG 322

No Stem
VEnes

320

290

270

260

285

Vane
Effect

1.31

1.14

1.13

1.06

1.13

T& above data showed a significantadvantage for the ~O-deO~ee

gooseneck. Tinisadvantage is maintained at the ~0-foot range.

Tnese results disagree significantlywith the results of the

tests for the 8-inch gooseneck. Because of the consistency

of the data in both test pro=grams,

to fault the validity of the data.

ferences’in the flow conditionsin

there is no apparent cause

Tinereare significant dif-

the gooseneck and these

I

differences are not likely to be the reason for the differences

in the findings. The significantdifferences are:

A.22
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6,, 8,,

Water Pressure 400 360

Flaw ;ate - GPM 690 654

Velocity in Stern(FPS) ‘ -7.66 .:4.J-6

Length of Stem Vanes 24 42

Gooseneck Outlet Diameter 2 2.5

Gooseneck Outlet Velocity 68.9 42.70

Reynolds No. at Gooseneck Iniet 355,000 258,000

Reynolds No. in Stem Vanes 74,000 48,400

Reynolds No. in OrificeVane 1,068,000 173,400
(2” dia.) .500 Grid

In addition to the above differences,the actual gooseneck shapes

are somewhat different. E.g., the six-inch 90-degree gooseneck

does not have the same proportions as the eigh-t-inch gooseneck.

The veloci-ti.es and Reynolds numbers in the 8-inch desiOq are much

less. However, the Reynolds numbers ~e

tmbulent region in all cases - laminar

values above 2,000 to 4,000. Therefore,

ence in Reynolds does not explain the significant difference in

well into the fully

flow does not occux at

the significant differ-

performance.

The main effect of reduced flow velocities, stem vane len=gthand

orificevanes in the 8-inch design may be in reducing the titen-

sity of secondq flow currents in the stem, gooseneck and ori-

fice entrance. With kinetic energy proportional to the velocity

sq:ared2 the ener~ ratio in the ()-inchgooseneck would be .30

at entrance and .38 at the gooseneck outlet.

A.23
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With completely effective stem”and

the effect of g&seneck re-entrant

orifice straightening vanes,

angle sho~d be trivial. This

was the actual case for the tests with the 8-inch design; the

deficiencieswere so small as to be within the limits of e:cperi-

mental error.

It is likelY that the tests with the 6-inch gooseneck at LOO PSI

were more suitable for evaluating the effect of gooseneck angle

on performancethan were the 8-inch tests.

Hoi?ever,the;testswith the 1.125-inch orifice on two gooseneck

sizes were significant in showing the

ary flows on jet stream performance.

effect of reduced second-

The 8-inch gooseneck

desi~ was more effective even at lcmer pressues and a somwhat

gre~ter distance.

To pro-tidea direct comparison, the test results for the.6-inch

design have been co~rected to 360 PSI supply pressure and a

distance of 53.8 feet. The distance correct,ion was Obtained by

extending the line connecting the ~0 foot and 50-foot data

points.
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pressure (PSI) “

Stem Vane Length

Orifice Vane Length

Target Distance

Gooseneck R@.

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. k I

6-Inch
(IW 13 Jan 72)

Corrected
to 360 PSI

24

None

Rejected
to 53.8

Angle Lbs.

90 351

60 256 .

45 220

30 184

252
—— ._<

8-Inch
(Baseline)

360

42

2

53.8

Anule Lb~.

60 537

,30 523

38 516

90 498

518
—.— —.

“
Ratio

lW_

1.00

1.75

1.00

1.53

2.04

2.35

2.71

2.05
.——----

In all cases, the performance of the baseltie 8-inch designs was

* si=m.ificant~above the perfo~nce of the 6-inch desings.
conl-

paring the performance of the best 6-inch desi~ (90 degree goose-

neck) with the optimum 8-inch desi=w .(6odegree gooseneck with

.375 galvanized grid orifice vanes) gives a ratio of 1.73 (608

lbs. VS. 3511bs.).

2. Effect of Orifice Vane (EEQORTERGooseneck.)

Tests conducted on 3-8-71 using a 1.IY5 orifice On a 6-inch goose-

neck showed the effect of orifice mnes on impact.
Data corrected

to 360 psi is listedb elm.

A.25
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Data 3-8-71
6“ Gooseneckl-1/8 Target Diam

orifice~360 psig (corr) 40‘-o” 50‘-0”

No Orifice Vane 46g 385

With Orifice Vane 611 551

Ratio I 1.30 1.43

8“ Ref. Data 1-1-
Ratio 591/529 . -1 :7
Ratio 591/354 1- 1

ter 10.5”

53’-8” (Hoj. )

1.49

591

1.12

1.67
I

These tesksresults show that the orifice vanes are the key

design difference.

3. Comparison - Summary

The key design factors

their effect on target

Orifice vanes

Gooseneck angle

Stem -es

,

are listed below with an estimate of

i.nqact:

1.30 - 1.50

1.08 - 1.37

1.6 - 1.31

Reduced internal velocities 1.00 - 1.X2

overa~ effect (591/285 x .96) 2.16
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VI. CONCLUS1ONS

A. Overall Pel?formance .

The jet streams produced tiythe 8-inch nozzles were very good in nearly

all cases. The optimum design

imum on a 10-inch target at 63

degrees. It is concluded that

optimum .

produced an impact of 85 percent of max-

feet. The included angle is only .786

the 8-inch nozzle desi=& is close to

B. Comparisons to Previous Results

For the same orifice size pressure and flow, the 8-inch nozzle pro-

duc&s approximately twice the impact at 53 feet as did the 6~inch

nozzle design. The three design features that appeared to make the

difference were:

1.. Ikwer internal’.velbcities

2.’ Orifice vanes

3* Larger stern”vanes

c. Critical Design Features

The

1.,

2.;

following design features are considered to be important:

Gooseneck with:.Re,Entrant2A@es

~“e exact angle of the gooseneck does

nificant as is the general concept of

Flow Straighteriing:Vanes.....

Both stem and orifice mnes

Tinevanes should be of thin

A.27

not appear to be as sig-

a re-entrant angle.

are necessary for optimum performance.

metal with small grid dimensions for



best performance with clean water. For dirty waterj

design should be substituted or a strainer should be

upstream of the nozzle.

a huskier

located well

3. Low Internal Velocities

For my given orifice size, the gooseneck and stem should be as

large as practical to minimize internal velocities in the stem and

gooseneck.

,
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

In general, the performance of the 8-inch nozzle design is so near to the

maxi.muq,it is recommended that any future test work be concentrated on

smaller nozile designs.

Tests of the smll nozzles could concentrateon comercia~ available

orifices and straightening vanes to obtain cost/perfo~ance data. A key

parameter would be to determine the range of practical stem to orifice

diameter ratios. It may be that there is a minimum practical stem size,

szy 4-inch.
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